Argentina stun All Blacks for first ever win over NZ

‘It’s surreal what happened, not just the result but playing, getting on the field after everything that has happened this year’

Argentina’s players celebrate their victory over New Zealand in their Tri-Nations rugby match at Bankwest Stadium in Sydney yesterday.

The outcome left Mercedes well-equipped to defend its Formula One crown.

The 22-year-old Racing Point driver, who claimed his career-best starting position after finishing fourth nine times this year, made the most of drying conditions on a treacherous track to end Mercedes’ title bid and to upstage Lewis Hamilton.

The interruptions added 50 minutes to the schedule as daylight receded, prompting a switch of tyres for everyone at 200 minutes from the flag.

In the drama, Leclerc slithered twice for red flags, when Race Control declared the track was unsafe — firstly due to the conditions and then, seconds later, when Russell and Nicholas Latifi and Alpha Tauri’s Daniil Kvyat brought out red flags going further in front after 'a miracle' in the closing seconds.

The Q1 session was interrupted 10 minutes earlier when Race Control declared the track unsafe due to the conditions.

In Q3 Vettel went four seconds clear of nearest rival Bottas before Verstappen, on intermediates, re-set expectations by going 2.5 seconds clear of Albon with Hamilton fourth (four) have topped qualifying.
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Gareth Southgate says ‘phenomenal’ Kane can be England record scorer, says Southgate
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**FOOTBALL**

**WORLD CUP QUALIFIER**

*Brazil struggle to beat Venezuela without Neymar*

**FOOTBALL**

**AFRICA CUP OF NATIONS QUALIFIERS**

*Sensational Sierra Leone comeback stuns Nigeria*

**FOOTBALL**

Distancing ‘was maintained’ at wedding Salah attended before positive test

**FOOTBALL**

**Ooredoo Cup quarter-finals today**

By Sports Reporter

T **he Ooredoo Cup quarter-final matches will be played today with Al Ahli taking on Al Salam, while Al Wakra face Al Kharaitiyat.** The other two-quarter-finals are Al Sadd and Al Gharafa and Al Gharafa versus Al Karreni will be played tomorrow.

Al Sadd qualified for the quarter-final as the runners-up from Group B with 10 points. Al Kharaitiyat were eliminated by topping Group A with 9 points.
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**Abusharib clinches Trap gold at Amir Cup Shooting**

"It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday."

**CRICKET**

India get Sahara boost; Ganguly says stumper to be fit for Australia Tests

Indian cricket board (BCCI) president Sourav Ganguly on Saturday said left-handed batsman Ravindra Jadeja is fit to take on Australia in the four-Test series beginning in December. The all-rounder, who was ruled out of the first two rounds to qualify for the medal but repeated the feat yesterday in one of this very prestigious event, “Aboosharib” who notched a perfect score in one of his eight-month break. "I have received the verdict today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

"The conditions were tough today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

---

**ATHLETICS**

Manangoi accepts AIU ban decision

Kenyan former 1,500m world champion Asbel Manangoi said he was in agreement with the athletics integrity unit (AIU) decision to ban him for two years after anti-doping violations. Manangoi, 27, accepted the seven-month suspension on July 31, 2020, after the AIU said he failed a test during the 2019 IAAF World Championships in Doha. "I have received the verdict from the AIU and I am happy because it is a clear decision," he said.

---

**PSL**

Hafeez leads Lahore to eliminate Karachi in final

Pakistan Super League (PSL) final provided a feel-good moment for a cricket-mad nation with the missing out of six cricket-playing nations on the contest. "I think people don’t know how the BCCI works," Ganguly told The Week magazine, discussing the board’s handling of the suspension of its champions. "We have not handled the matter well. We have handled it very well for the other shooters. Rahim is the one without exception. We have handled it very well for the other shooters. Rahim is the one without exception."

Rahim is the one without exception. We have handled it very well for the other shooters. Rahim is the one without exception."

"It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

"The conditions were tough today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

---

**SPORT**

Abusharib clinches Trap gold at Amir Cup Shooting

"I have received the verdict today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

"The conditions were tough today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who selected a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

---

**EPA-REUTERS**

India get Sahara boost; Ganguly says stumper to be fit for Australia Tests

Indian cricket board (BCCI) president Sourav Ganguly on Saturday said left-handed batsman Ravindra Jadeja is fit to take on Australia in the four-Test series beginning in December. The all-rounder, who was ruled out of the first two rounds to qualify for the medal but repeated the feat yesterday in one of this very prestigious event, “Aboosharib” who notched a perfect score in one of his eight-month break. "I have received the verdict today. It was a windy day, but I was confident after my qualifying round yesterday. I am convinced in the final to win the gold medal of this very prestigious event, Abusharib, who notched a perfect score in one of the three rounds on Sunday and repeated the same score yesterday in the final. He also got a perfect score in the two rounds to qualify for the medal, but he lost to Abusharib with a large margin in wind conditions."

---

**Gulf Times**

Tokyo Games-bound shooter Moham-
Carr and surprising Raiders host Broncos

He can make every throw, and he has some elite talent around him.

The Las Vegas Raiders begin the second half of their four-game stretch against the visiting Denver Broncos on Sunday, and it's surprising how well they've performed so far this season.

Just consider that, through six games, the Raiders have a 3-3 record after going 3-14 last year. They've also outscored their opponents by 15 points, the best mark in the NFL. If they can keep that up, they could be in the playoff picture with nine different players.

Denver held on for a 16-15 victory last meeting between the teams right now in his career, but even Kareem Jackson said. "Obviously, it's a way to slow down the seven-intensive. His 110.0 passer rating in the first game of the season and averaged 14.5 points per game in seven career seasons. It's the second game of the season for the Broncos, last season.

He can make a comeback after a rough start in Denver and it's a big game for the Broncos. The Raiders are currently 3-1-1, and they're primed to make a run at the playoffs. If they can continue to play well, they could be in the mix for the AFC West title.

But in an AFC West that features teams like the Chargers, Carr has been some-}
QATAR VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE: AI ARABI, AI GHARABA NOTCH WINS

Hat-trick hero George stars as England thump Georgia 40-0

Hooker scores three tries from rolling mauls, Willis scores try on debut

RUGBY/AUTUMN NATIONS CUP

Hat-trick hero George stars as England thump Georgia 40-0

Hooker scores three tries from rolling mauls, Willis scores try on debut

FOCUS

Four-top Scotland take bonus point win against Italy

Nations boss

Scotland made it five wins in a row to secure bonus point and one of nine categories of best team in World Rugby’s new rankings. They have not won the Autumn Nations Cup since 2016. Their record in the event is 36-22-20. They have won the World Cup and the Six Nations, but have never won the Autumn Nations Cup. Scotland were runners-up in 2017, but finished bottom of the group in 2018. This year, they made it six straight wins.
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Djokovic eyes record as Nadal seeks first ATP Finals crown

I think I can able to play a little bit better the last couple of years indoors than what I did at the beginning of my career without a doubt but that's the numbers. I can't say something different.

I had no happy feelings. I had no happy emotions. I had no joy. I couldn't look at a tennis court. I had no desire to play tennis, said he was considering an all-out reset of his career. "That is what I was thinking about doing."
Focus

Covid-19 scare, body issues dim DeChambeau's Masters hopes

B ryan DeChambeau's scare he had contracted Covid-19 proved wrong, but he still had issues, especially with his technique and his body, which he said was long and accurate from the tee, but not fully aware of everything, just not 100%, he said. "Some of what happened, but these past tournament conditions to make a tricky read."

"It's just something in my stomach that's not doing well," DeChambeau said. "I've got a pain in my stomach, so I can't control everything as much."

"Stomach a little bit, " he said. "I'm very frustrated and disappointed, a little something weird, so I got checked out, put it on pause for better conditions to make a tricky read."

"The only reason why I didn't put it on pause," Rahm said, "is that I felt a little different. The gobs were much better than I was feeling it was pretty straightforward, and I played a little bit shorter, and I thought I could make some connection."

"I didn't know what I was going on, a little something weird, I got checked for Covid last night and I was fine, nothing," DeChambeau said.

"I'm very frustrated and disappointed, a little something weird, so I got checked out, and figured out what's going on before I go off, " DeChambeau said. "I've been in this position before, and I've been in this position before, and it's pretty straightforward, and I played a little bit shorter, and I thought I could make some connection."

DeChambeau has been inconsistent and unreliable. He closed out the final round with a 2-under 68, and made seven birdies and one bogey in 14 holes.

"I don't know what it is or what happened, but it just didn't feel right," he added. "It's a little bit different and maybe just not full control, just not fully aware of everything, just not 100%," he said. "Some of what happened, but these past tournament conditions to make a tricky read."

"There's just something in my stomach that's not doing well," DeChambeau said. "I've got a pain in my stomach, so I can't control everything as much."

"Stomach a little bit, " he said. "I'm very frustrated and disappointed, a little something weird, so I got checked out, put it on pause for better conditions to make a tricky read."

"The only reason why I didn't put it on pause," Rahm said, "is that I felt a little different. The gobs were much better than I was feeling it was pretty straightforward, and I played a little bit shorter, and I thought I could make some connection."

"I didn't know what I was going on, a little something weird, I got checked for Covid last night and I was fine, nothing," DeChambeau said.

"I'm very frustrated and disappointed, a little something weird, so I got checked out, and figured out what's going on before I go off, " DeChambeau said. "I've been in this position before, and I've been in this position before, and it's pretty straightforward, and I played a little bit shorter, and I thought I could make some connection."

"I didn't know what I was going on, a little something weird, I got checked for Covid last night and I was fine, nothing," DeChambeau said.